
Block 1 Exercise Reps Kit Key Points Image

Muscle Temp Ergometer 5min Bike - -

Aim Exercise Reps Stretch Key Points Image

Forward Lunges 12

1: glutes

2: hamstrings

3: hip flexors

4: calves

Flex your front knee to 90° and 

keep your back knee from striking 

the ground.

Backward Lunges 12

1: glutes

2: hamstrings

3: hip flexors

4: calves

5: proprioception

As Above

Walking Straight Leg Kicks 16

1: hamstrings

2: calves

3: lower back

On your first set of this drill only 

kick to 75% capacity, and then on 

your second set kick to full 

capacity.

Monster Band Walk Outs
20

Each Side

1: Glutes

2: Lateral Quads

3: Glutes

Push into band and keep strong 

wide position

Aim Exercise

Forward and Back Arm Swings 16

1: chest

2: shoulders

3: upper back.

Swing from the shoulder

Side Bend Over and Back 12

1: triceps

2: upper back

3: abdominals

4: Obliques

Keep hips central

Lying Scorpion 16

1: hip flexors

2: abdominals

3: quads

4: shoulders

Reach

Leg Crossover (Supine) 16

1: glutes

2: hamstrings

3: abductors

4: groin

Reach

Instruction

1: Push out into band.

2: Keep knees over feet

3: Keep band tense and small lateral small steps.

Images

1: Step out with a long stride, striking the heel of your forward foot and extending onto the toes of your 

back foot.

2: Complete the cycle by bringing your trail leg through and standing upright.

1: From standing reach backwards with lead leg and drop onto heel into lunge position.

2: Return to upright by pushing through front foot and bringing legs together maintaining posture and 

balance.

1: Walk forward keeping your front leg straight.

2: Kick your leg up and touch your toes to the fingers of your opposite hand.

3: Repeat the cycle with your opposite leg.

Stretch 

Mobilisation

1: Swing your arms forward, so they cross, and swing them back as far as possible.

2: This drill should be done in a controlled continuous fashion for 10 repetitions.

1: Bend to one side while holding your opposite arm overhead, quickly reverse direction and stretch the 

other side.

2: This drill should be done in a controlled continuous fashion for 10 stretches on each side of your body.

1: Lie down in a prone position.

2: While keeping your chest in contact with the ground, cross one leg behind the other to the opposite side 

of your body.

3: This drill should be done in a continuous manner.

1: Lie down with back flat to ground.

2: While keeping arms outspread and shoulders in touch, keeping leg extended swing foot to opposing hand, 

touch down return and swap.

3: This drill should be done in a continuous manner.

InstructionReps

General

Warm-Up

Instruction

1: Incremental Pace up to 60% Heart Rate Max


